
 

 

The Market Events Protection program is part of the SafeGuardRx portfolio that helps save lives and money by focusing on the most  

costly and complex conditions. We're excited to bring these solutions to you as EvernorthSM, leveraging the specialized clinical model  

and value-based contracting strategies from Express Scripts PBM. 

Too often, pharmaceutical manufacturers take advantage of  

market dynamics such as drug patent expirations to bring about 

outrageous price increases or unwarranted price discrepancies.  

These unexpected drivers of drug spend put your plan and your 

members at risk: without immediate action, your plan may be 
vulnerable to increased drug costs, which can affect therapy 

adherence and, ultimately, effectiveness. 

PROTECTIONS IN PLACE 

With frequent, rapid changes in the prescription drug  

market, sustaining your benefits can be daunting.  

With the Market Events Protection program, you can make  
things more simple, predictable and affordable by preauthorizing  

Express Scripts PBM to act on your behalf when a dramatic market  
event occurs.  

POTENTIAL DRAMATIC MARKET EVENTS 

Excessive price increases when a drug price has more than doubled in  
a single year and a safe, effective and lower-cost alternative exists  

Unwarranted price discrepancies that arise when two clinically  
equivalent medications are priced very differently 

New generic opportunities that can keep costs in check while also  
providing members with effective medication alternatives 

 

 

 

 

 

PLANS SAVED  

$38.2 MILLION 

in 2021 through the Market  

Events Protection Program 



 

About SafeGuardRx 

Saf eGuardRx of f ers protection f rom health care’s biggest budgetary  threats by  combining multiple ef f ective cost -containment strategies 

into a single platf orm, and enrolled plans experience lower ov erall trend than nonenrolled plans. Paired with condition-specif ic patient 

engagement and support clients see better patient medication adherence, higher therapy  completion rates and greater com pliance with 

clinical guidelines. 
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PREAUTHORIZATION PROTECTS YOUR PLAN 

AND YOUR MEMBERS  

We will shield your plan from extreme price increases  
by driving members to the most clinically appropriate,  

cost-effective therapies or dispensing channels.  

Not every event requires action—but you can be  
confident that action will be taken when the impact  

is meaningful for your plan and your members.  
No matter what is happening in the market, rest assured  

that Market Events Protection swiftly addresses  
events to help you avoid wasteful spending. 

 

 
 

 

For more information about  
the Market Events Protection 

program and how SafeGuardRx 
makes medicine work harder,  

visit SafeGuardRx.com or contact  
your account representative. 

http://www.safeguardrx.com/

